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the New York City Center.
The ballet was written by Kurt
Jooss, who was well-established
in Germany between the wars.
J ooss was already disenchanted
with Hitler when he l'eceived an
invitation to an international
competition, sponsored by Les

A survey of all major music
periods with special emphasis on
the French and Spanish Renaissance, and music of early America will highlight a UNM A Ca-

NROTC, Regent
Discuss Dissent
Due to the large amount of
controvel'SY aroused on campus
by recent anti-Navy Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC)
demonstrations, student-Regents
meeting has been set up in order
that a different approach can be
made to the problem.
Dr. H. L. Wilkinson, a UNM
Regent, will meet with students
on Thursday evening, Nov. 14 at
'l p.m. in the International Center, :for the express purpose of
learning the views of the student
body.
At present, the participating
parties are Dr. Wilkinson and
representatives :from the NROTC
unit on campus. Any student interested in this problem is invited
to attend the meeting.

I

pella performance scheduled :for
Nov. 25 at 8 p.m. at Popejoy Hall.
Program selections :from Baroque, accompanied by string and
wind instruments, include "Laetatus Sum" by Monteverde and
"Labet den Herrin, aUe Heiden"
by Motet VI.
The A Capella choir is composed of 60 members selected thru
auditions by Dr. Douglas McEwen, Director. Members represent a cross-section of academic
fields. Last year the group l'eceived high ratings at the Regional
Convention of Music Education's
National Convention.
Admission to A Capella events
is by subscription or by single admission tickets which are available in the Department of Music,
Popejoy Hall. Nov. 24, the choir
will perform in Los Alamos.

Program Begins
For Commuters
The UNM Publicity Committee
has declared this week Commuter
Week, with a program designed
to reach the students living oif
campus.
Activities during Commuter
Week include three dances. The
"Happy House" will play tonight
from 8-10 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. Admission is 50c. Friday
the "Bounty Hunters" will play
:from 8-11 p.m. at a cost of 75c.
"The Shandels" will play in the
Union from 8-12 p.m. Saturday.
Admission is $1.
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FOR SALE
FOR SALE complete set Encycoledi& Brittsnica, 1~67 Edition with 68 & 69 snpp!&ment (new). $376. c&Sh. Call after 5 p.m.
842-8919 0 242-3701.
FOR SALE or LEASE 2 bdm, hardwood
floors, almost new carpeting: fireplace,
nicely lsndscaped, formal dining rm.
After 6 p.m. 266-3048. 4132 Marble NE.
FOR SALE or LEASE 2 bd. rm, hardwood
floors, almost new carpeting, fire plaee:
nicely lsndseaped, formal dining room.
After 6 p.m. call 266-3048. 4132 Marble

NE.

t:nany.
Company Protection
For a time the ballet company
had the protection of Dartington
Hall in England. After the war,
however, Chile invited a number
of leading ballets of the world to
perform. It was the J ooss ballet
which most intrigued the Chileans, and two of its members

RENT A

Thursday, Nov. 14
Baha'i Student Association diseussion on
"Fear in America,'• Union Rm. 231..Di 8
p.m.
Job interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, Fla.: Pln.c~ment Center.
Mathematics lecture by Prof. Joaquin
Loustnunnu on "Hypercomplete Locally
Complex Spnees;" Room 104, Marron Hall;
3:30p.m.
Professor Walker, discussion of the L<>gal Aspeets of Taking Drugs; Mesa Vista,
:fourth floor, girls welcome, 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 15
New Mexico Hel"J)etologleal Society dis·
cUS5ion, "Ecology of Capulin :Mt. National
Monument:" Biology building, room 189;
7:80 p.m.
FridaY Night Dance; "Bounty Hunters,''
Union Ballroom; 8 p.m.

P~tr;y ren.dinJl by B1J1 Dodd. Dean Syra..
copoulos. from their works; admfssfon free;
Kiva; 8 p.m.

Friday night movie: ucitizen Kane,,.
Union theater; 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
' 1Animation
n.nd Abstraction ..'.. Bell and
Howell's program of 12 films included in
UNM.'s experimental ftlm series: abo
"Great Concert Hall Caper." PopeJoy HaU,
7:30 p.m.
UN:M Stage Band Concert, Fine Arts
Recital Hall; 8: 16.
Job Interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, Fla.: Placement Center.
Job Interviews for Gallup-McKinleY
County Public Schools: Placement Center.
Saturday, Nav. 16
Saturday l'flght D&nce; "Sbandels,"
Union Ballroom: 8·12 p.m.
Saturday night m<>vie; "Spart.sctu,"
Union theater; 7 p.m. &nd 10 p.m.
'"u..nou Do ynur thinz. :Music, poetry,
chess. theatre. Rap, listen, or .join in. Uni·
ver11ity Methodist Church Bssement; 7 :30
p.m.·l a.m.
Sunday, Nav. 17
Delta Sigma Phi-Alpha. Kappa Pol
football game; pJa.rlng field next to
Johnson Gym; 1 p.m.
Sunda:y night movl~ ugpa.rf;a.cUB,.. Un•
ion th""ter; 6 p.m. &nd 9 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 17
Newman Center dinner; Newm&n Cen·
ter dining room, aU m&nkind invited: 50e
admission; 5 :46 p.m.
International Club meeting at the International Center with guest spre&d.er Professor Pan! Jonas on "The Hung&ri&n Revolt &t 7 p.m.
:Monday, Nov. 18
University of Denver School of Social
Work, intervleWII for Interested students:
Fine Arts M230, 11:80-4:80 p.m. AP•
pointments available through Soclology
Departznoflt Secretary at 277·2501 or In
Fine Arts M230.
Job wtervlews for Hudson School Dl&trlet In ta Puente, C&lif.: Plactmefit Center.
Wednesday Nov. 20
Job interviews for LOS Angeles County
School Districts, Plscement Center.
Friday, Nov. 22
.Tob interviews for Boy Scouts of Amet•
lea, Albuquerque: Pllicement Center.
Broaclwo:y Play: "The Star Spangled
Girl" Popejoy Hall; 8:16 p,m.
Saturdayl Nov. 28
Broadway Play: 'The Star Spangled
Girl"; Popejay Hall; 8 :16 p.m.

PORTABLE German Trinmph Tlppa typewriter, excellent condition. $36. 247-2516.
YAMAHA 260 Enduro motorbike under
2000 mi. Good condition, baa neVer been
driven fsst. $650 or bent otter. Call 2'7•
4686.
HONDA S 90, excellent condition. 'Used 2
months, trial drive is desired. 1200 miles.
Owned by & timed girL $240. Call 2474636.
COMPLETE SET of chopper pipes
(chromed & UP!Iwept for Barley chopper.
Also, 2 pc seat oet up for cboppot'll.
Seats by Bates and are nearly n.,..
Price for all above, $60. Grant. 116 B
Harvard SE.
LADY'S BRAND NEW Mouton fur short
jacket. Dark brown. Sbe 10-12, $25.
Lady's .Benl'llll Swiss Citation watch,
$10. 842-8066 .all day.
BRAND NEW unopened Stereo Records.
Mostly popnlar. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tapes), 842-8056 all day.
FOR SALE to best offer above $96. Mamiy....Sekor's Towill 37, Single lens reo
Jlex 36 with 48 mm normal and 35 wide
a:ngle lens..,. Excellent condition~reeent
ovethauL Contact Stephen Part at Dept.
of Mllllic, 277•2126 or message to Art
Dept.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual miles,
AM-FM-SW radio, !Ike new condition, 30·
35 miles per gallon, excellent tires. Have
company car, must oell. Call 34.4•1261.
SERVICES
FiiEE :MINI LE7isoNS f~; Evelyn Wood
Reading Dyn&mics. Your campus representative promises that you'll be re&d.·
ing faster when you leave than when
you came ln. Next :Monday nll!ht In tbe
SUB at 6: SO, room 231 E.
TYPING oln mll home. P!ek up li.nil delivery
service to eampua area only, 898..0683.
MISCELLANEOUS
PETE's In TO!\UiS at the. Inn getting a
haircut? Get an expert razor blend for
regular ludreut :Price. Nov. 18·14-16.
College Inn B!itbershop.

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

cindWomen
Fidelity Onion Life

Senator Will Visit
Suicide Conference
In Washington D. C.

Members of the New 'Mexico
Herpetological Society will hear
a discussion Friday evening of
the "Ecology of Capulin Mt. National Monument," biology bldg.
room 139, at 7:30 p.m.
Craig B. Jones will be speaking. He has worked at Capulin
Mountain the past two summers
as a seasonal ranger. Jones, a
UNM undergraduate, is vice
president of the society.

.,.,

Tux FRoM

MISTER TUX
2 Locations To
Serve You

Chamber Group
To Give Recital
Compositions by Bach, Mozart,
and Copeland are among program
selections :for the 1968-69 season's first concert by the UNM
Chamber Orchestra, scheduled
Sunday, Nov. 18 at 4 p.m. in the
Recital Hall of the UNM Fine
Arts Center.
The orchestra, under the direction of Kurt Frederick, will per:fornl Bach's "Suite in B. Minor,"
Mozart's "Serenata Notturna,"
Copeland's "The Quiet City,"
Kennan's "Night Soliloquy," and
Barber's "Adagio :for Strings."

3003 Central N.E.
(Near the Triangle)

TbeHKf

~tNlt

haS a second comp1ctr b<~ti;n
rJq_l'fat Coz11t~:al.l;. Harvmur.ot,

Harvard SE) ac~orr fruMUIIIII
.~encett }!all. !Jou'/1 filldfhe
Discount Ston:: ({orme/'111 at

zsztJ. ((ntral )·JJjo CIMieJ,EfC.
·'II o1 lol HARVARD JE

Z.·17·2l. 93

Draft Demonstration

2109 San Mateo N.E.
................................ COUPON ..... ,. •••••• •••••••••••••••i

RELAX-ENJOY
POCKET BILLIARDS OR SNOOKER
THIS COUPON IS WORTH 35¢ WITH
1 HOUR OR MORE PLAYING TIME
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GOOD FAMILY FUN
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GOLDEN CUE BILLIARD$
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NEW LOCATION
4208 MENAUL
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EXP~RES NOV. 30, 1968
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PH.

255-0752
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ROADSHOW ENGAGEMENT

Filmed on
Location ...
Inside a Girls
Dormitory!

Lobo photo b~ TOt1V r. . ontln-rhoug-lt
A student picketed the clraft induction center
yesterday during a demonstration organized by
the New 1\ie:s:ico Resistance as part of a nationwide Day of Resistance.

At Anti-Draft Demonstration
•

_..

!.2:05 3:25 4l45 6:05
7:25 8:45 10:05

A UNM student senator will at- a $110 student government allocatend a Suicide Prevention Confer- tion to attend the conference with
ence in Washington, D.C., this week- the understanding that she use what
end to study organizational methods she learns at the conference to aid
for a proposed student-operated in organizing the counseling service.
"The idea behind the service is
counseling service on the UNM cammeeting students on a peer to peer
pus.
Senator Anne Knight will attend basis and helping them with any adthe conference which is being spon- justment problems they might ensot·ed by the Campus Environmental counter when they come to the uniStudies Desk of the National Student versity," Dines said.
Association (NSA) under a grant
Dines said that he proposed the ""
from the National Institute of Men- service because of the alarmingly
high rate of attrition among freshtal Health.
Senator Knight said she received men and sophomore students at
UNM.
"Many students would not quit the
university if they could talk over
some of their problems with fellow
students when the problems first
arise," Dines said.
The conference will include discusNational Day of Resistance
sions on organizing student-operated
"November 14 is a Day of Resist- counsleing services, "Introduction to
ance when hundreds of young men P~·oblerns of Student Suicide," the
across th~ United States wiii send "Philosophy of Death," and a worktheir draft cards back to the govern- shop on "Violence in America."
ment," the leaflet said.
Three On Committee
Last April, a similar nation-wide
Three student senators, Lee Pitdemonstration against the draft
drew a crowd of nearly 300 at the tard, Donna Fossum, and Linda WilAlbuquerque Induction Center. A- son, are currently on Dines' commitbout 50 of the protesters signed tee to research the counseling serstatements objecting to the draft. vice. The three have contacted memAt the April demonstration, four bers of the Albuquerque Suicide
men burned what they said were Prevention and Crisis Control organtheir draft cards, and two others ization and Dr. Sven Winther of the
turned their draft cards in to federal UNM Counseling Center of advice
on the program.
authorities.

U Student Turns 1n His Draft Card
By JOY HART
Staff Writer
One draft card was turned in and
another was burned during an antidraft demonstration sponsored by
the New l\!Iexico Resistance yester·day at Albuquerque's Army Induction Center.
About 30 demonstrators showed
up for the morning demonstration.
Most of the demonstrators were students, but the group included several
military veterans.
Burns Card in Center
Andrew Sanchez, who is not a
UNM student, reported to the demonstrators that he had burned his
draft card while he was inside the
induction center.
Sanchez said that he had been answering a mental test "carelessly"
when selective service officials became angry with him.

Sanchez had apparently been answering the true-false test by indiscriminately marking half the questions true and half of them false,
Toby Rosenblatt, a KUNM staff
member said. When officials became
angry, Sanchez responded by burning his card, Rosenblatt said.
Turns In Both Cards
Charles Arnold, a UNM student,
turned in his registration certificate
and his classification card to a selective service guard. Arnold tried to
enter the induction center, but was
stopped by the official who had been
assigned to guard the building entrance.
Arnold's classification card had
expired, but was still in effect since
he had not been issued a new one.
The demonstration had been planned in connection with a National
Day of Resistance.

By U Professor
THIS MOVIE WAS DELIVERED
TO THE THEATRE IN APlAIN
BROWN UNMARKED FILM CAN!
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Herpetological Society

DR. DOUGLAS McEWEN

CALLING U

.A)o,

were asked to head the consel'Vatory of the National University
and organize the Chilean National Ballet.
It was in Chile, in that company, that "The Green Table"
was preserved when the Jooss
Ballet was in eclipse elsewhe1·e.

Archives Internationales de Ia
France.
·
Reads Work
After reading the work of a
courageous political philosopher,
Jooss decided to enter the competition with "The Green Table."
He not only won, but his entry

A Capella Choir To Perform

'

N E V\1
'if
MEXICO

u.""'
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at UNM

The City Center J offrey Ballet
will perform "The Green Table,"
a modern satire on diplomacy and
war, on Nov. 29 and 30 in Popejoy' Hall.
"The Green Table" was highly
praised at its unveiling during
the company's spring season at

'

3 '7 r.. '7 rc;

Thursday, November 14, 1968

Drug Laws Discussed
By SUSAN SMITH
Staff Writer
Is law behind the times as far as
the mores of the community are concerned was a major question raised
by Professor Robert Walker, UNM
Law School, when he spoke at a drug
discussion last night in Mesa Vista
Hall.
The discussion was the second in
a series of discussions on drugs sponsored by the Mesa Vista Hall Cultural Committee. Walker pointed out
several legal considerations that
should be made before one decides to
take drugs.
At present, the punishments in
law are so severe that they give several good reasons for abstaining
from drugs; Walker said.
aThis is particularly true of the
opiates," he said, "because the peo-

ple you have to associate with in
order to obtain these drugs are probably people with whom you would
not like to associate."
In deciding whether or not to obey
a law it is important to remember
that while disobedience is a personal
thing, it is also a social thing, Walker said. A person should have some
feeling of responsibility of the effect
of his action on the social structure,
he said.
Walker emphasized the most effective way to change things within
the system is to work with people
and not begin by alienating large
numbers of them.
"The organization and structure
we have today we have some desire
to maintain because we see the need
for it, we see it is good. I guess you
could say this is a pitch for don't
break the law fl' Walker said.

Voting Will Determine
Entertainment Choices·>.~
This ballot has selections of available
bookings by the popular entertainment
committee :for the last :four events of the
school year.
The popular entertainment committee
wants to detet•mine the top preferences of
the student body for these dates. After the
ballots are totaled, the committee will contact the top four -selections in an attempt
Hard Rock
George Jones
Tile Doors
Tho Chambers Brothers
Janice Joplin·Big Brother
Jimi Hendrix
lron Dtttterfly
Mnmn Cass
Young Rascals
BocGccs
Union Gap
Turtles
Nell Diamond
The Cowsills
Jose Feliciano
Bert Bndtnrach
Vanilla I<'ud~;o
Love
StcPI'>cnwoirc
The Kinks

Instrumental
l3a.ia MnTimbn Bnnd
Jerry Lee Lewis
Chuck Berry
The Ve11tures

Western
Buck Owens
J'ohnrty Cash
Merle Hn!l!lnrd
l•'lntt & Scruggs

to book them here.
Students are requested to indicate their
three :favorites from the seelctions on the
ballot. There is space to write in any
selections that do not appear on the ballot.
The ballot should be deposited in the
Union cafeteria today at a collection point
that is manned by the entertainment committee.

MarlY Robins
Webb Pieree
Rny Price
Jimmy Dean
Sons of the Pioneers

JimmY Durante

Pat Paulson

Blues-Jazz
Jimmy Smith
Count Basey
Rnmsey Louis

Soul

Spencer Davis

Suptemes
Arctha I•""rnnklin
The Temptations
Gladys Knight & the Pips
Sam & Dave
Ike & '£ina Turner
Smokey Robinson & tho Miracles
The Four Tops
Wilson Pickett
Lou Rawls
Little Stevie Wonder

Mason Williams
Doc Severnson
Louie Armstrong

Comedy

Robert Goulet

Rowin & Martin Laugh-In
.!lob Hope
Smothers Brothers
J()bnny Cnrson
Flip Wilson
.Tonnthon Winters
Redd Fox
Jackie Gl!CasOn
.Tack Benny
GodfreY Cambridge
Pair Extrordinaire

'£he 5th Dimension
Johnny Mathis
Ed Am.s
John Davidson
Jack .ToneS
Glenn Ynrborouglo
Bobby Goldsborough
Mystic Moods Orcheotrn
Rod McKucn
Johnny Mann Singers

Folk

Bobby Gentry
New Cristle Minstrels
Serendipity Singers
Johnny Rivers
Donn..von

Popular
Dioll Warwiek

.

~.
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ROBERT BURTON
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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Communication Gap

imperfections in our great society erate as a pub~ic service a storeBy EDWARD BOOHER
that have recently manifested front school for the disadvantaged
(Editor's Note-Mr. Booher is themselves in the inner cities, in program in math, reading, and
president of McGraw-Hill BGok education, and in developing personal economics for high school
Company. His remarks are re- areas and countries outside the dropouts who are employed at goprinted, with permission, from United States. Our young people ing rates of pay?
Antioch Notes.)
·
who are aware of the imperfecFurther, out of business profits
·For the first time in thirty years tions also know our apparent un- come the taxes needed to support
of business, twenty-five of which concern.
our extensive system of public
'We strongly deplore Sovtet attempts to set up a p~ef regime
I have been an employer, I feel
Now industrial growth and education, especially public higher
in Czechoslovakia!"
that the business community at profits are important, but they
large is not really communicating are only means, not ends. How education, a system that ranges
with the present generation of long will it take American indus- all the way from the open-door
of bridging the gap of years is
college students; and I am refer- try to declare what it really be- vocational institute to graduate be made as clear as it is uncom- so difficult. But how long, 0 Lord,
ring not just to the New Left, but lieves and what it thinks it can programs. These are the pro- plicated. And certainly members will too many of us in business
to the serious, thoughtful moder- be? How long wili it take en- grams that wiii give us the great of this generation must be under- continue to be blind to the obinnovators of tomorrow.
standing and tolerant of those
~tes who are interested in a peacelightened businessmen to declare
vious? There isn't too much time
Without being simplistic, I of my generation who are busi'"ful, civilized world and basic im- that they are the masters of enprovement in the values men live terprises that can be in the larger maintain that this revelation must nessmen and for whom the task to wait.
by.
sense devoted primarily to the
Evidence of this lack of com- betterment of society as a whole,
Letters nrc> welcome, nnd sbould
munication is found everywhere, both nationaily and internationbe no longc>r than 250 wordi! type. but let me mention some personal aily? And how long will it take
written, double spne(!d. Nnme, tele. experiences that illustrate what I us to demonstrate that the prinphone number and address must be
included, although name will be
am talking about. Recently, and cipal factors that make our ecowithheld upon requrot.
for the first time ever, I have been nomic institutions so great, so
petitioned by group~ of employees powerful, and so completely capassed out to the class that in- involved or do we all pay the
HE'S OFFENDED
, to have the company that I head pable of serving society are not
cluded
the use of a four-lettered price?
The Editor:
Are you offended too?
take certain actions that might the means to that end? For it is ToEven
though I am employed as word.
=demonstrate overtly its commit- not profits, but innovation and part of the administration of this
Lawrence Lomako
I am offended when a group of
. ment to the solution of inner-city ~ducation that lead to social serv- university, it occurred to me that people decide they do not want
.:problems, to the protection of hu- ice.
OINK! OINK!
I have some "rights" too. I feel I the presence of one of our aca,man rights, and to the aesthetic
Further, while able financial have the right to be offended.
demic activities and choose to in- To The Editor:
-~ improvement of the environment
management, effective marketing
I am offended by the editorial, terfere and disrupt the activity to
You people appear to strongly
=that surrounds the area in which and merchandising programs, "This is Education," in the Tues- prove their sincerity.
generous incentive compensation day, November 12, 1968 issues of
we work.
I am offended when I hear that support such groups as the Radi.. For the first time in my ilife systems, clever public relations, the New Mexico Lobo. While I one of the N.R.O.T.C. Midshipmen cal Rush and the New Mexico Re;'?some of my own children, espe- or even extensive fringe benefits would be one of the first to admit was spit upon by a brave indivi- sistance, so why not 'SUpport
something useful like having the
•..,'Je]ally the two in college, have are important characteristic skiiis our educational system needs con- dual.
bums
that pass out their highly
.··questioned my basic motives to- and techniques of modern man- structive change, I am offended at
I am offended when another
,ward society, as well as those of agement, and while profits and the plea being made in this way. N.R.O.T.C. Midshipman was stop- intelligent literature and litter our
campus clean up their mess.
·:the company and industry for growth suffer when they are lackI am offended by the handout ped and verbally abused by two
Those skilled individuals look
ing or performed poorly, these of the New Mexico Resistance other individuals.
, which I work.
like
pigs, dress lilte pig'S, and
, Finally, virtually all of the things are not the motivating that has to resort to profanity
I could go on and on with what
young men and women I know forces, the goals, the ends that and obscenity in order to obtain offends me but the thing that of- ameli worse than pigs. Now they
not only strongly disapprove the attract the best of our coiiege
fends me the most is the compla- want our campus to look like a
to a cause.
pig sty (that is where pigs live).
war, but they suspec~ven de- graduates. These lead only to the attention
I am offended that my wife was cency and lack of concern by our
I think the majority of us
nounce-it as being the product same ::omfortable existence these ashamed to say where I worked academic community as to these
of something called the industrial- young people have always known. as a number of her friends rap- goings on. Oh weii, they're just weren't raised like this, so why
military complex and thus impute That's not enough. Making money ped the University. One of this doing their thing, one might say. do we have to wade through the
to the institution of business the today is neither difficult nor chal- group is taking a freshman class But are they doing their thing or mess to get into and out of the
charactristics of destruction and leging to the young person whose and produced a poem written and are they doing our thing? Do the Union?
Paul F. Weinbaum
sense of values tells him that he
inhumanity.
actions of a few affect only those
Unlike college students of my must not only make a living, but distributed by the instructor and
own generation who misunder- must contribute as weli to an imstood and mistrusted business be- proved and peaceful world.
cause they felt that the industrial
Also, as our French admirer,
Nominations tor Lobo Merit Awards
community was incapable of pro- Jean-J.lcques Servan-Schreiber, so
should be submitted to the campus editor
later than Wedne5day or the wcck it is
no
viding·a viable economic society, forcibly points out, these things
to be used. Please include !Uustmtion or
, t.he present generation are nor are not even the most important
subject.
·~.talking about economic viability, factors for any generation. The
: nor are they critical of industry's overriding forces in our economic
, economic competence. The vast success, as he says over and over
L majority of today's college stuin The American Challenge, are
. dents (not all, but most) are part creative, innovative inteiligence
' of an affluent middle-class soci- and a massive program of public
. ety, a rich society resulting large- education available to all. Even
. Iy from a national program of these elements are not always
·' massive education and from the recognized despite the over·, application of creative innova- whelming evidence in support of
: tion. These two factors, abetted their operation.
, by our own brand of enterprise
Recently one of my worthy
·· and individual freedom of choice, young associates seriously re·· are the greatest tools, the most marked that workin~ :for a book
; precious economic assets, that publisher devoted to the improve, any individual system has ever ment of learning and the spread
:i possessed. And restive students of knowledge and information was
il are not questioning the use of almost as exciting and important
the~:;e tools to provide the affluas working for the federal govence that most of them have ernment. And this was inteP.ded
, known all their lives. Industry's
a compliment!
; economic competence is taken for as Once
we recognize our broad
·,,.granted.
concern
for
the welfare of all peoWhat, then, are they questionple,
and
once
we admit that our
ing? I believe that they are queseconomic
prowess
comes from
tioning the basic values, ot" rathbroad-based
education
and crea·
er, the lack. of an expression of
tive
innovation,
then
it
is
very easy
values, on the part of. many, if
not most bUsinessmen elf my gen- to demonstrate the absolute neces•'
eration, other than the usual re- sity for profit, for from these surpluses of enterprise flow the funds
~ard for growth and profits. It is,
needed
for the reinvestment that
1h my opinion, our failure as busiLobo Photo by Bob Lagct
neasmen to recognize and empha- innovation demands.
How else can a firm such as the
size individual rights and the
The Lobo "Packrat" Badge goes to the UNM
paper on my windshield, and, and, glory be there
one
I work for devote much of its
need to improve the quality of sopolice for reasons shown above. As most everyone
is n nice pink one on your windshield. What a fine
ciety that closes channels of com- resources tc experimental pro~
exchange.
knows, packrats always leave something in ex·
munication between us and .the grams? How can it produce imchange for everything they ''borrow." Look careThe ra}ls of! my antique boo for a pretty ticket.
generation whose support we portant, significant books that
fully around you and try and spot a packrat ex•
Anyone 1denbfylng prope.rty in the above picture
need and must have. Somehow we never pay out commercially? And
change in your vicinity, they are everywhere!
may claim same by presenting pink ticket to head
in the industrial world have be- how can be otherwise afford to opAh, there is one. A shiny little pink piece of
packrat.
. come so busy getting and spend~ in a largely black area of New
ing that we have overlooked those York City or a full-time training 11ll1111llliHRIHIIIIIIIIIIIllliiUIIIRIIIIIIIIIUmlllllliiRIHIIHIIIWIIIIftiiiiDIIIIIHIIIIIImiiiiiiiiiiHIIIDIIIIII811111111111111HIRIIIIIIIImn1111PftiiiPIUIIIIIItllllllliiHBIIIRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIH111HIUIQIDIIIUIIIIIIlllliiRftiiOOIIIIIIUI9111HIIIiiHDIIIIHIIIIIIIffliUIIIItnlillRIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllll
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U Professor's Book Says

Laws Unequal For Women
"American women continue in
many areas to receive substantially different legal treatment
from men solely on account of
sex," says Leo Kanowitz, associa~e professor of law at UNM, in
h1s soon-to-be-published book
"Women and the Law: The Un-'
finished Revolution".
Kanowitz will speak Nov. 18 in
a UNM faculty and staff discussion of "What Women Should
Know About Law." His lecture
will begin at 7:30p.m. in the Union Theater.
In his book Kanowitz maintains
that women do not have equal
rights under the law. He feels at
present there is no widespread
commitment to the elimination of

q~ama,

<£Wti4N@~

Come in and select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers ihe largest selection
of Hallmark Cards in this area,

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
350 I Lomas NE

255-4989

DEADLINE
For
MIRAGE CONTRACTS

November 15 is the lost doy
you

c:t~~n

iurn in your contracts

for poges in the MIRAGE for
your organiutiont
Conftac:fs cc1n be pic~ed up

in the Student PubliciJitions
Office in the Journalism
Building.

the disparities in the condition of
n~en and women in American society.
Attempts To Identity
Kanowitz attempts to identify
the areas in which most sex-discrimination occurs as well as consider the "justification" of such
treatment. In addition he examines the effect of sex-discrimination in emplo~rment achieved
by Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the Equal Pay Act
of. ~~6.3. He also explores the posSJbJbtws of developing constitutional law principles which may
significantly change laws in this
area.
There is a possibility that Kanowitz may be asked to file a friend
of the court brief on a case involv.
ing employment sex-discrimination in California. The woman in-

volved plans to appeal her case
to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Could Use Book
If the court takes jurisdiction
of the appeal, Kanowitz in his
brief would be arg·uing some of
the points presented in his book
especially the constitutionality of
discrimination by sex. This violates, in his opinion, Due Process
and the Equal Protection Clause
of the 14th Amendment in the
Constitution.
In preparing a friend of the
court brief an attorney is sometimes asked by the COU!'t to prepare a brief "amicus curiae." He
is then considered a "friend of the
court" rather than an attorney in
the case involved.
The UNM Press tentatively
plans to release Kanowitz' book
during April, 1969.

Yale Ends Tradition
By Admitting Coeds
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (UPI)The faculty of Yale University
Thursday approved the admission
of ~00 women students next year,
endmg a 266-year tradition at the
school which since its founding
has admitted only male students.
The faculty responded to the
proposal of Yale President Kingman Bremster Jr., with a vote of
approval and a standing ovation.
He said acceptance would be "a
major advance in the quality of
Yale education."
Estimated cost of implementing
the proposal is $55 million •
"If we delay at all," Brewster
told the faculty in the hour and
25 minute meeting "the whole
project must be postponed for a
full year."
Generaily, the proposal calls :for
250 freshman women to be admitted in the fail of 1969. They would
live on campus, presumably at
Trumbull College. The remaining 250 girls would constitute
transferees from other schools.
"With 500 women undergraduates on the premises, half in residence, half off-campus, we should
have a basis in experience for
deciding deliberately and confidently what the long run Yale
coeducational pattern should be,"
Brewster told the faculty.
"The i n t e r i m arrangement
which puts ali the freshman women in one college would not be expected to be the longrun solution
or even the solution for the ensuing year," he said. "However, it
seems to be the only practical way
of proceeding now with sufficient
speed and assurance to change
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
· daily every regular week of the Unlver·
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
licaticms of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expreued on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. l)nsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily reprasents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.

To The Editor:
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:Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion, not necessarily rellecting the views of The Lobo.
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WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor
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the undergraduate Yale population in 1969."
Arthur Greenfield II, Secretary
of the Yale Alumni Board, said
Thursday that although he had
taken no pail of the alumni, he
personaily favors the idea and
encountered no particular objections to women coming to Yale.
lllllllllll:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllll

The deadline for UNM organizations to turn in contracts for
pages in the Mirage is today.
Contracts can be picked up in
the Student Publication office in
the Journalism building, and turned in either the Student Publications office or the Mirage office.
llllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllill!liU:IIln:munmnnHnnnmmumnunmnnnnill!lillll:nn

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you've found one?

TAKE

THE
A!buquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
Will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to lomas to
Stanford.
PATRO~IZE

!

THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

Country Barn
Fish Dinner Special
Every Friday All Day

Tender pieces of Boneless Cod Filet Deep fried to a
Golden Brown, Crisp French Fries, Tang~ Tartar

Sauoe and Toa•l

ONLy

49c

No Limit On Orders
Eat in our large dining room or take it home

look for the Yell ow Roof
2400 Central SE across from campus
Extra parking in rear

Columbia Recording Artists

Simon and Garfunkel
Presented by ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

cO-:~--·-------""":"",
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FORT COLLINS, Colo. (UPI)
-Police and campus officials raided the Colorado State University
(CSU) Agriculture Building early T h u r s d a y and arrested 15
young Viet N am war Pl'Qtesters
who had barricaded themselves
in a laboratory.
The protesters, 11 of them students, said they were objecting
to the presence of Dow Chemical
Co. recruiters on the campus because the company produced ·napalm.
They tried to disrupt the recrl!liting interviews Wednesday
but the Dow representative
l!f.!Jllply moved to another building
and resumed his operations. The

coming-

"So What's
The ·Difference"
You'll want
to know.

students then moved their protest
to the agriculture building.
Nine young men and six young
women holed up in the lab on the
top floor of the three-story building for five hours. A- spokesmen
for the school of more than 12,000
students said the protesters apparently stole a set of keys from
a janitor to gain entry.
Officials Call Police
School officials urged police to
remedy the situation before students began flocking to the area.
Minutes later police stormed past
the barricades, which included
furniture and glass cases loaded
with stuffed animals.
The protesters were taken into
custody without a struggle.
"We moved men on the roof and
they moved in and told the people inside they were under arrest
as of that moment and could leave
peacefully or we could take them
by force," said Fort Collins Police
Chief Ralph M. Smith. "They in-

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828

89 Winrock Center

Childrens' Books
Bargains

Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

."

a
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1110 HEADLI ES
ACROSS
AMERI

WILliAM 11. &ORSOII

"COLONEL SAYS U.S. MISLEADS PUBLIC
ON VIET HAM"
-NEW YORK TIMES
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The most discussed book in Americ3 todiy.
The Be!rllyal has been debated from the
halls of Convess to town halls across this
nilion. Must rudln11: for all students of this
conflict, The Betrayil will be a source of
reference by all proponents and
opponents of the Viet Nam Involvement.

AVAILABLE AT YOUR BOOKSTORE ... ~

ACE BOOKS, INC.
1120 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N. Y.l0036
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(m) Popejoy HaU
and The Cultural Program Committee
Present
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EXPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES
Program Number 2- TONIGHT
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7:30- The Great Concert
Hall Caper
7:50 -Animation & Abstraction
(Bell &Howell Series)

,r
i(

they reached the top floor where
the protesters were holding out,
the security men called the city
police for help.
CSU Vice President Max Binkley, who is in charge of campus
security, said a decision was made
early to move rapidly to control

Tutor Program
Now Recruiting
Volunteers are now being recruited for a community tutoring
program, which is a part of a
new associated students' program
Operation Reach-Out.
Tutors will work with elementary and high school students in
their own homes. The program is
an attempt "to try to get a better
relationship, not only with the
tutee, but also with the tutee's
parents," says Jim Dines, associated students' president.
Worked In East
Frank Lihn, co-chairman of the
program with Frank Wilson,
stresses that this type of program has worked in Boston and
New York. "It can work here," he
says.
Lihn feels that a tutQring program in the child's home will be
more effective than one in his
school. Not only will the tutor be
able to influence the child's parents, but they will also be able to
view the child in his own environment, he explained. Also the student will feel more comfortable
in his home, Linn said.
Anyone interested in participating in the program should contact the student government office in the Union.
Serve Community
Operation Reach-Out is concerned with how university students can better serve the community. "No longer can we as
conscientious people avoid the
dismal conditions of many youngsters in the Albuquerque com-.
munity," said Dines in a recent
presidential progress report.
Also planned for the program
will be campus visits for underprivileged students.
Reach-Out will also attempt to
establish an information center
where the economically disadvantaged may visit or call to acquire
information on economic and legal questions.

JENS BjERRE'S

RED CHINA
7=3o p.m.

Admission to either show by Subscription or
Adults $1.50, Fac./Staff $1.25
Students $1.00
Telephone 277-3121

'
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'
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''The Great Concert Hall Caper", an experimental film by Ned
Judge, will feature UNM Poliee
Captain Abram Ryder.
"Caper" was produced by Judge
as a promotional piece for Popejoy Hall. In the film, Ryder chases
Cyndie Anschutz and Mark Frauenglass through the concert hall
for twenty minutes, visiting every
feature of the hall along the way.
The cast includes about a dozen
colored super balls-animated for
the performance to the original
music of Arlen Asher, Bob Brown,
and Nick Luchetti.
The film, which uses special
camera effects and animation, cost
about $1800 and took over a year
to make. Judge said the filming
took eight months, "and when we

Water·

proof,* sweep second handl rotating
24 hour bezel, 24 hour ndlcator,
black luminous dial and hands. All
stainless steel.
$175.00

At Popejoy l-lall Monday
Truman Capote, well-known auThe speech will be free to all
thor of several novels, will speak UNM students, faculty, and staff,
here Monday, Nov. 18 at 8 p.m.
and will be open to the public.
in Popejoy Hall.
.
Capote wrote "In Cold Blood"
and "Breakfast at Tiffany's",
which were both made into movies.
He also wrote "A Christmas Memory".
Capote, the third in a series of
speakers presented by the UNM
Speakers Committee, is known to
be a proponent of law and order.
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Film

mainder of the program, whieh
begins at 7:50 p.m., consists of
Bell & Howell experimental films.
Admission is one dollar.

Snow/ Spaghetti &Meatball Dinner
only 50¢
3 Movies on Canada:
Carnival in Quebec,
Ski Country,
Where Winters' a Pleasure

Sun. Nov. 17, 5:45 PM

IMAGINATIVE
GIFTS; PRICED
FOR STUDENTS

Talk on Educational
Opportunity for Grad.
Work in Canada
by Fr. Dal Madden

Newman Center

Keep Your Yule Cool;
Start Your Shopping
at Workshop Originals.
Open 7 Days a Week,
and Evenings, Too
(7 :oo-9:30)

We'll give you a chance
to go out on a limb.

66og MENAUL BLvo., N.E.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

(Across Menaul from Coronado Center)

'

really got down to it, it only took
five months to edit."
"Caper" starts at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Popejoy Hall. The re-

Capote Will Give Speech
ACCUTRDN ASTRONAUT "N"

-
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Photo by Richard Avedon

Mailed your opinion yet? 1f you missed the contest rules nnd
details published in the Nov, 11 Lobo you may obtain copies
of that paper at the store or at the Lobo office. Remember, we
arc offering a free .)200 diamond ring for the best letter.

With our High Risk/High Reward program for college graduates. If you qualify, you'll be put into a
challenging management position immediately. You'll
make your own decisions. Take your own risks.
If you can't handle the challenges, we'll find out
fast enough to keep from wasting a lot of your time.
That's the risk.

If you do well, you're on your way. Fast. That's
the reward.
If stakes that are a little higher and risks that are a
little rougher are your cup of tea, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New

York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

@ Western Electric

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Having Problems

With Your
Curriculum

Oil 40Ur COURSES

With .....

Barnes l Noble Educational Paperbacks

COLLEGE

OUTLINES
and
!

OVER 140 TITLES IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS

200 Central S.E.

including
ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

We Carry-

M osente-Epiphone
H agstrom-Guild·Marshall
Coral-Kent WinstonVentura-Estrella·Crown
Gibson-U ni Vox-FenderNcw Fender .JaguarReg. 466.50, now 32!5.00

.;..--,_-~ ...................-;-'""o~ "'*'·4+o;;;.w

ETIQUETTE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

associated students
boohstore

New Kay ReverbReg. 65.00, now 35.00
Albuquerque's Buyinest,
Seliinest, Tradincst
Guitar Dealer
Also its Largest
243-7609

.

!.'

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS

BLACKJACK'S
MUSIC
Classical, from 12.95
Steel String, from 9.95

TRAVEL ADVENTURE FILM SERIES
Program Number 2-Sat., Nov.16

.

U · Policeman Stars

the situation and to eliminate any
possible inflammatory conditions.
"The decision to move into the
troubled area with speed was also
taken in order to resolve the problems prior to the arrival of a
great number of students on campus," he said.

but ...
If you wear an
ACCUTRON
You'll never be
Late for dinner

• ._

'Great Concert Hall Caper'

You don't have to be
A musician to eat
With a tuning fork

Guitars-

c(

'1'

dicated they would give themselves up."
"For the most part they were
in hippie-type dress," said Smith.
Smith said the district attorney's office was preparing charges
that could include damaging property, littering and loitering. The
students were taken to the city
jail, but some of them were expected to be released on bail later.
Students Face Sancticms
The students also faced campus
sanctions. Dean of S t u d e n t s
Burns B. Crookston told them by
telephone while they were still in
the third-floor laboratory that
they had been placed on suspension.
Campus police were alerted before dawn after the protesters had
been in the building for more
than anhour. Officials quickly took
the first two floors, shoving furniture out of the way, but when

'
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"Police Arrest War Protesters at CSU
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or your Career?
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Consult

I

College
Career
Counseling
Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
Phone 265-8288
124 Washington S.E.
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Luscious Lauren Hall gets the
nod as this week's featured Chapa~·ral.

The competition will be fierce
tonight, since top prize will include a New Year's Eve celebration fit for a king, in addition to
the huge championship trophy,
pictured above. This year's winner will be treated to cocktails at
the Summit House via the tramway; dinner and entertainment at
New Year's parties at the Sundowner and FOP Lodge; and given a whole suite of rooms for the
evening at the Downtowner. Sam
Allred, Tournament director, really knows how to treat a guy.
Featured as special guest at
the tourney will be Mr. Chuck
(Carlos) Norris, winner of more
karate tournaments than any man
in karate history. Norris is currently U.S. Champion, and North
American Champion.

., !
.'

The 21 year old senior English
major is a member of Alpha Chi
Omega sorority. She will graduate
from UNM in June.
Lauren is presently teaching the
ninth grade at Jackson Junior
High on a new student teaching
program· called APSCOE (Albuquerque Public Schools College of
Education). She teaches for the
whole semester, all day longand loves every minute of it.
Miss Hall, a journalism minor,
plans to teach next year, either
in the ninth or tenth grade-if

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers
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Chicken-Fish
Steak-Shrimp

CHICKEN SP.ECIAL
All White Order
French Fried or Whipped Potatoes
Rolls, Cole Slaw and Honey

$1.60

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
Across from Campus-Central at Girard

ec1a

Ire

FLAVOR
CRISP
Full Course
Dinners
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for STUDENTS and FACULTY

GOOD THROUGH DEC. lOth

Lauren Hall

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
MAJOR BRAND NEW CAR
TAKE OFFS IN POPULAR
735 x 14 SIZE BLACKWALLS
ONLY .................. .

Biology Challenge
Results in Game
Football returns to Zimmerman
field Saturday when the fieldoriented biologists meet the laboratory biologists in a flag football
game.
The field-orientated scientists
feel its time to flex their muscles
to show the dominance they hold
over the lab boys and think a football game is the way to do so.
The skirmish is gonna be played on a field 100 yards long and
will see the loser provide 59.04.1
of liquid refreshment. Whatever
that means. The sports department thinks this has something to
do with alchoho1.
Transportation for the lab biologists will be provided if requested. The bus will arrive at
1:10 p.m. in front of the Biology
building.

$

95
INC, f.E. Tax

WHITEWALLS JUST $2 EXTRA

Other Sizes at Comparable Low Prices
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l Wolfpups Complete Season;
Speedster Ross Is Top Rusher
B JOHN MOSER
YSportsWriter

Althoul\'h the UN~ Wol~pups
ended the1r season w1th a 1-u record, they featured many outstanding gridders that should enhance
the New Mexico football acene.
Coach Damon Bame's crew was
spearheaded by the fine running
of tailback Houston Ross. Big
Houston, a 6-2, 215 pound speedster from Jersey City, N.J., gathered in 328 yards in 61 carries in
the Pups' four games, although
slowed by an injury last week
against Arizona. Ross also Jed the
squad in scoring with four TDs
for 24 points, and returned four
kickoffs for 75 yards. Hou!:ton had
his best day against UTEP, picking up 183 yards on 20 totes .
Peterson-Long Battle
Rod Peterson and Rocky Long
should fight it out for the varsity
starting quarterback job next
year, which will be vacated by the
graduation of Rick Beitler and
Terry Stone. Long started the
season at QB, but was shifted to
defensive safety after the first
game due to a lack of manpower
at that slot.
"P" James
Peterson, mranwhile, had a fine
season as field general, completing
10 of 23 aerials for 304 yards
and two touchdowns. Rod also
was the Puppies' third leading
ground gainer with 127 yards.
Mr. Do-All
Pass-snatching a b i l i t y and
other things were the specialties
of do-everything back Tom McIington (21-20), Lamar Tech (16- Bee. McBee led the squad in reBy MIKE PERRY
14), Northern Illinois (27-13) and ceiving with 11 grabs for 192
Sports Editor
yards and two scores. He also led
Wichita
State.
It'll be the Mrth versus the
south Saturday afternoon when
the Lobos take on southern rival
New Mexico State in a mini-civil
war. Kickoff time is slated for
1:30 p.m. at University stadium.
And unlike the results of the
2720 Central S.E.
first civil War, the southern squad
will probably come out on top if
842-9148
everything goes according to
paperwork.
The Aggies of coach Jim Wood
are 4-4 on the season, and have
just come off a confidence-buildUndercoat Your Car
ing 47-21 triumph over Wichita
State. The Aggies are bolstered
To Protect It From
by superman Ron "Po" James, a
196 pound dl numo who le~ds the
Salt On The
Aggies in rushing and scormg.
New Mexico, on the other hand,
has nothing going for it, except
Ski Roads
for a lot of guts and an intense
desire for the season to end. Coach
Rudy Feldman's Lobos are 0-8
SPECIAL NOW
Reg. $29.95
for the season and the Aggies
seem to be the only team left for
the Lobos to match.
But when the two teams meet,
everything goes out the window.
The past results, season records,
etc. are cast aside, while the
teams stick to hard nosed football.
One similarity the teams have,
is in coaches. Jim Wood and Rudy Open II
Feldman are in their first year at
the helm, with Wood being .luckier than Feldman by four Wins.
But the Aggies aren't that impressive. Their wins came over
such small colleges as U.T. Ar-

'Po' James Sparks
NMS Aggie Offense

UNIVERSITY SHELL

New Hours: Open 'til 5 p.m. daily; Saturday 'til noon.

'

NEW MEXICO LOBO
:~~----~---. :~----~,._-.

possible.
She has lived in Albuquer'lue
for three years, after moving
from Kansas City, Mo., where she
spent the 11 previous years.
Lively Lauren loves New Mexico. And The Lobo loves Lauren,

·~·,-·'

ChiclE.N
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Meet The Chaparrals

NM Karate Tourney
On Tap For Tonight
Well sports fans, tonight's the
night for karate. All you men put
on your after-shave and head on
out to West Mesa High school for
the New Mexico Black Belt Karate Championship Tourney. The
meet begins at 8 p.m. and tickets
are only $1.00.
Defending champion Pete Ramaciotti will be back and attempt
to fend off competitors like
UNM's Steve Clapper, while Karate Queen Carla Dunlap, also
a UNM student, reigns over the
meet.
Karate, a sport that has grown
8000% in the past six years, has
to be one of the most exciting
sports in tthe world. Through all
the high-pitched screaming and
violent body-throwing, a competitor seldom loses his temper.

•

ATTENTION

the squad in kickoff returns with
five for 106 yards, in addition.to
handling the punting chores w1th
25 boots for a 34.4 average.
Mike Bal'bare and Terrance

Archunde added rushmg depth :o
the potent 'Pup att~clht. B arba~e
was second to Ross w1t 17 yar s
on 50 carries. ~ike also added two
TDs for 12 pom:.:_t:::s.:_.- - - - -
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1. Come to Butterfield's
2. Look at our beautiful
Orange Blossom rings.
3. Register for a brand new
Polaroid Swinger.

4. Come in and register often
- New contest every
week. Nothing to buy.

2312 CENTRAL SE
OPPOSITE POPEJOY HALL
YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER

Would a nice, CONSERVATIVE
store like MONTGOMERY WARD
sell things like
beads, medallions,
brocade and satin shirts,

silk neck scarves,
• •

. and

a

gaggle of other

groovy things .

SKIIERS!

to MEN???

$24.95

Nylon
Aspen Ski Jackets
With Hood
With Fraternity
Or Sorority Crests
Printed On
ONLY $8.95

LOUNGE

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Also New Shipment
Orion Turtlenecks
Just ln. All Sizes
& Colors 5.95

•
'•

Formerly the Office Bar
now under new management
new food services
They would.

m·oderate drink prices
they do!

Piano bar
from Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

Join your host

and Women

Carl Pirchner

Fidelity Union Life

90 Winrock Center

Open Mon. Werl. Fri. til 9 p.m.
Open Sunday 10 a.m. til5 p.m.

-
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Friday. :N'av. 15
New Mexico. Herneto1ocicnl Socich' dis ..
cussion, ••Ecology of Capulin Mt. NationaJ
Monument:" Biology building, room 189;
7:80 p.m.
Friday Night Dance; --nounty Hunt;enl,'~
Union Balh:oom; 8 p.m.

LQQK

name
II
Dogs!
4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

Poetry reading bY Bill Dodd, Dean Syrac~poulos, from their works; admission free;
KJVa; 8 p.m.
Friday night ntovi~;:: ~·citizen Kane,"
Union theater; 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
. ~>Animation and Abstrnetion." Bell and
Howell's
UNM's

Pro~am

of 12 filrp.fJ. included in

experimen~l
film series.; also
"Great Concert Hall Caper." Popeioy Hall,
7:30p.m.
UNM Stage Bnnd Concert, Fino Arts
Recital Hall; 8;15.
Job interviews for Dade County Public
Schools in Miami, Fla.~ PJ.ncement Center .
.Job interviews for Gfl.IJup ..MeKinley

Union Ballroom: 8·12 p.m.
Saturday night movie: uspn.rtacus,"
Union theater; 7 p,r;n. and 10 p.m.
"U-DO" Do your thing~ ldusic, l)oetry,
chess, theatre. Rap, listen, o-r join in; University Methodist Church Basement: 7:30
p,m.-1 a.m.
Sund!'Y, Nov. 17
Delta Sigma Phi-Alpha KaPPil Psi
Cootbal! game; playing field next to
Johnoon Gym: 1 p.m.
Sunday n:ight movie; ..Spartacua/' Un..
ton tbeater: 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Citizen Kane
An American Classic
Starring Orson Welles
with Joseph Cotten, Agnes Moorehead
and Everett Sloane
S.U.B. THEATRE
fRIDAY 7 & 10 50¢
I.D. REQUIRED

By LaVONNE DeHAINAUT
Staff Writer
James Peirronet, a teacher at
Albuquerque's Del Norte High
School told a Baha'i Student Association meeting last night that
"anomie is a major force in life
today that affects everyone in our
society."
Peirronet defined anomie as an
individual's alienation from himself, his beliefs and values. ''Not
only does man feel confusion
within himself, but he also feels
isolated from tbe rest of humanity,'' he said.
Peirronet cited examples of
man's apathy toward man and
stated that ''there seems to be a
great deal of confusion as to
what is good."
Peirronet said that man also
feels isolation from his job since
he does not realize the whole
product. "A worker today is
merely a part of the process of
production and is a slave to the

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?
Some critics don't like this novel. It isn't sufficiently highbrow or
avant-garde. It isn't sensational or pornographic. Yet the plot is
unconventional and ignores confonnist taboos. It flouts an old
shibboleth, the double standard of morals, as well as debunking
·some rather inviolate Western history.
Other readers en joy the book. They fin<l it readable and interesting, the story suspenseful, entertaining, even educational. They
re1ish its unusual mixture of dramatic conflict with sharp wit and
irreverent humor, And they aren't offended by an anti-heroine
theme, the portrait of a lady who rc£used to wear a halo.

FOR EACH A WOMAN
By Duane Randolph Hopkins
This is not the most ''literary" novel of 1968. It was not Mitten
by ?" professional novelist, but by an author of popular magazine
fiction whose career goes back to the Roaring Twenties. His short
stories have been translated and reprinted in several foreign
countries.
The author has on hand some first-edition copies of "For Each
A. Woman.'' He will send you a volume, autographed if you
WJsb, for the bookstore price of $4.95, postpaid. Address D. R.
Hopkins, Box 19281, Denver, Colo. 80219. One book reviewer
called this novel "fascinating," and you just might agree.

"A KNOCKOUT OF Auml,.s;
-Crowther, N.Y. '~'•~··~ •

ROMAN POLANSKI'S

children were confused about the
roles of their parents, since there
are working mothers and ineffective fathers.
Pierronet did not present a solution to these problems, but rather left those solutions w the
audience.

machine and technology," he said.
"Family life, also, is not what
it used to be. Each family member
goes his own separate way, perhaps returning home only W
watch the "boob tube' 'together,"
Pierronet said.
Pierronet also stated that some

The area's most complete stereo music center

A DIVISION OF RECCO, INC.

WINROCK CENTER

IU<.I

Want Ads
'JECHNICOLOR•-PANAVI$10N°

FOR SALE or LEAS:& 2 bdm, hardwood
floors 1 nlmost new carpeting: fireplace,

S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6 & 9

FOR SALE or LEASE 2 bd. rrn, hardwood
fioorsJ almost new carpeting~ fire place;
nicely landscaped, formal dining room.
After 6 p.m. call 255·3048. 4132 Marble
NE.

.·:.:.....

·.:

IN
COLOR

YAMAHA 260 Enduro mot<>rbike under
2000 mi. Good condition, bns never been
driven fMt. $650 or best offer, Call 2'7·
4636.

,_-=-_,_,.....;;~~ICES. - - - . . , - FREE MlN! LESSONS for E1telm Wood
Rending DYnamics. Your campua :representative promise!! that you•n be reading faster when you leave than when
you came in. Next Monday night in the
SUB Bt 6:30, room 231 E.
T'Yl'lNG in my home. Pick up Bnd delivery
service to c.o.mpus area only~ 898-'0SSS.

Shows:

2:05
3:25
4:45
6:05
7:25
8:45
10:05

Student
Rates

AWARD
WINNER!
Cannes Film
Festival
•·aF.ST Acrott"

TmENCEstAMP

BESr ACfRESS"
SAMANfHA

ECGAR

tbs

collector

$\arrifl\1 TERENCE STAMP • SAMANTHA EGGAR

Arbnr1J1ilm 1Jfrstiual
SECTION B

fEzJ\.1'1VlTY
a>DCE CI'I'1'

PART I

ADVERTISING IS A LONO WOrlD
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Board 'Unfair to Town Students'

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
Student Senator Steve van Dresser announced he would present a
bill to the ASUNM Senate calling for
a study of the student standards
system.
The announcement came at the
Student Affairs Committee meeting
Friday after more than half an hour
of discussion concerning the standards system. The committee post-

NEW YORK (UPI) - Sen. Edward M. Kennedy said Sunday the
concept of a professional army staffed by volunteers instead of draftees
raised the possibility that "with an
all-mercenary force we may be less
hesitant in embarking on foreign
adventures,"
Nonetheless, Kennedy said the
concept deserved consideration. The
idea was advocated by PresidentElect Richard M. Nixon during his
campaign as one that could be adopted after the Viet Nam war is settled.
uThe concept of a voluntary army
has appeal," Kennedy said, "although
it must be carefully studied both for
its costs, which could be astronomical, and the possibility that with an
all-mercenary force we may be less
hesitant in embarking on foreign
adventures. 1'
Civilian Service Proposed
Kennedy, D~Mass., also ca1led for
consideration of "the possibility of
offering civilian service as an alternative to the draft, in time of peace."
Kennedy made his observations in

Dean Now Working
On Hours Proposal

DOUBLE

PULP

l.D, REQUIRED
50¢

.. ·.·.·

PORTABL:E German Triumph Tipps type.
writer, excellent condition. $35. 247-2516,

HONDA S 90, excellent condition. Used Z
months, trial drive Is desired. 1200 miles.
Owned ):Jy 11 timed girl. $240. Call 247·
4636.
C~:MPLETE SET of cbol)pcr pipes
{ehromed & upswept for Harley chopper.
Also, 2 pe seat set up for choppers,
Seats by Bates nnd arc nenr)y new.
Price for nil above, $50. Grant. ').15 D
Harvard SE.
LADY'S BRAND NEW Mouton fur abort
jacket. Dark brown. Si•e 10-12, $25.
Lady's Benrus Swiss Citation wareh,
~10. 842-8056 all day.
BRAND NEW unol)enod Stereo Records.
Mostly popular. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tape3); 842-8056 nll day.
FOR SALE to best offer nbove $.95. Mamiya...Sekor'a Tower :37. Sinsle lens re-r
flex 35 with 48 mm notmnl and 85 wide
.angle lenses. Excellent condltian-recent
overhaul. Contact Stephen Part nt Dept.
of Music, 277-2126 or message to Art
Dept.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual miles,
AM·.FJ\1-SW radio, llke new condition, 30•
35 milea: Per t;:n.llon, ~eellent tires. Hs.ve
company car, must sell. Call 344-1261.
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poned action pending results of van
Dresser's bill in the Senate.
The student affairs committee also
agreed to vote at its December 6
meeting on a resolution recommending a police-student-faculty-administration meeting to discuss the
problem of alleged "police harassment1' on and near the campus.
Specific Cases
Several committee members including van Dresser and Dr. Lester

"-

Libo, associate professor of psychiatry, said they knew of specific cases
of harassment.
The committee is concerned about
student standards because whether
a student is convicted or acquitted,
the fact that he appeared before
Standards remains on his permanent
record.
Ann Penny, a committee member,
said cases involving town students
go directly to student standards

Kennedy Reviews Draft Revisions

FOR SALE
FOR SALE c-omplete. set Encyco!edia Brit"tanica, 1967 Edition with 68 & GU supplement (new). $375. cnsh. Call a(ter 5 p.m.
842-8919 0 242·3701.
nicely landsc-npcd, formal dining rm.
After 6 p.m. 256-3048. 4132 Marble NE.

9:00 ONLY

EW
EX lCD

Environmental Alienation

Anomie Major Life Force
County PubJic S~hools: Placement Center.
Saturday, Nov. )..6
Saturday Nigbt Dance; ~'Shnndels,"

J

Friday, November 15, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Dean Helen Whiteside, UNM dean
of women, is now considering an
A WS women1s hours proposal passed
last week in its final form by the
AWS Council.
The proposal contains an amend~
ment addl:ld by the A WS executive
board that hours should be enforced
for both first and second semester
freshmen. In earlier voting, the A WS
Council had dropped hours restric~
tions for second semester freshmen.
Dean Whiteside refused to comml:lnt to The Lobo on her reaction to
the resolution. She said she would
take action on the proposal "within a
month."
The resolution exempts all upperclassmen from hours regulations and
sets hours for freshmen as 12 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday, and 2
a.m. Friday and Saturday.
Freshmen are defined as ua new
entrant into college who has notresided in University housing for two
semesters." Freshmen 21 years of
age or older are exempted by the proposal from hours regulations.

a review he wrote for the New York
Times book review of a new book,
"Selective Service: Conflict and Compromise" by Harry A. Marmion, of
the American Council on Education.
Marmion's book examines why congress failed to reform the draft, despite widespread calls for change,
when it extended selective service
last year.
A longtime advocate of reform;
Kennedy shared Marmion's condemnation of the system as it now operates.
"Here is an institution designed
for a kind of wal' that will never
again be fought," Kennedy wrote.
"It is wholly UIU'ealistic in terms of
modern military manpower needs.
Unev-en, Unfair
''The draft operates unevenly, unfairly and unpredicatably. The poor
are inducted while the more affluent
are allowed to hide in what Kingman
Brewster (president of Yale University), has called 'the endless cata~
combs of formal education'. With no
uniform national standards for classification and induction, accidents of
geography as well as wealth determine who is drafted."
"At a time when 40 per cent of
the army personnel killed in Viet
Nam are draftees, the need for. fairness and uniformity is more than

good public policy. It is a matter of
life and death."
Kennedy renewed his call for these
reforms : random selection, a system
to pick the relatively few needed
from the larger manpower pool of
those who are available; national
standards, elimination of college deferments in time of war, transfer of
the selective service to civilian control and consolidation and centralization of the nation's 4,000 local draft
boards.
Mobilize Public for Change
Kennedy said that the chief fac~
tor in the failure of congress to
adopt changes which were approved
by the senate but killed by the house
"was that no real effort was made to
mobilize a majority of the public
for change.
"Older citizens who served in the
military felt that if the draft was ·
good enough for them to suffer
through, it was good enough for the
young.
"No one reminded them where
they would be, had their elders taken
the same fatalistic view of influenza
and tuberculosis. Nor was there any
effort to explain the vast differences
between conscription for a World
War II army of 12 million men and
the limited needs-and greater manpower pool-of today," he said.

Study
whereas most cases involving dorm
students go to dorm standards first.....
The dorm proceedings, if they aren't
appealed. to student standards, are
not put on the student's record.
Ask Town Standards Board
Some committee members wanted
a lower town standards board similar
to the dorm standards board. Mias
Penny said, that when compared to
the lower dorm board, "Town kids
don't have anything."
Other committee members pointed
out that appealed traffic ticket cases
go to student standards. Tony Bull,
committee chairman, said, "If you're
convicted of a traffic offense and
don't appeal, you're all right. If
you're convicted and win your appeal, it's still on your record."
Van Dresser said that putting
stanC!ards cases on a student's record
was "a threat to those that would
appeal parking tickets."
Solution to Record Problem
Dr, Libo said the record problem
could be solved if all traffic violators
would "flood Standards with minor
cases to establish that everyone1s
been there (at Standards) so there
will be no stigma attached to appear~
ing before standards."
In other committee business, ;t ~
was decided to have Dr. Jerome
Levy, assistant professor of psychiatry, speak at the next committee
meeting about the professional eounseling services on campus.
Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, associate
professor of psychology, said at the
meeting, "Professional psychiatric
counseling here is inadequate for a
university of this size."
Rosenblum also stressed however,
that "the administration is not unaware of the problem."
During the committee meeting, a
parking resolution was tabled pending action by a Student Senate Parking Committee.

Protesters' Cases
Will Be Reviewed
A Student Standards meeting will

L(>bo Ph<>to b1 Grant Hal'Vey

Lobo Express

The n:ew (well, it's new to The Lobo) . delivery
wagon smoltes acroSs campus with it's first load
ol' Lobos to the anxious students awaiting the
n~~ws. The three-wheeled cycle is a reject from the
MCI>a, Arizona postal service.

he held this Wednesday to hear the
case of three U'NM Students involved
in a Watch-In demonstration during
NROTO relays on Zimmerman field.
The hearing for Manuel Wright,
Allen Cooper, and Larry Russel will
be held in the Kiva at 7:15 p.m. and
will be open to the public.
The announeement of the hearingr
was made in letters to the three students sent November 15 and signed
by E. James Smith, associate dean
of students. The letters said, "In
compliance with the expressed
wishes of both the students and the
complaining party, the hearing will
be open to the public/'
The th1·ee students were fitst suspended for their part in the demonstration and then reinstated a:fter
protests from students and faculty
who :felt the students had been
denied due process.
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